
Westwood Coalition 
Meeting Minutes 
December 4, 2014 
 
Present:  John Lewandowski, Sr. Ann Rene McConn, Mary Kuhl, Tom Bonhaus, Larry Eiser, Fred Berger, Mary 
Jenkins, Becky Weber 
 
The minutes of the November 13, 2014 meeting were approved unanimously following a correction to replace 
the word “green” with “commercial” in a comment on the triangle option on the last page. 
 
The group decided to invite WestCURC and Community Building Institute representatives to participate in a 
Coalition discussion of next steps after the start of the new year.  John Lewandowski commented positively on 
the utility of Coalition members conducting asset mapping first to prepare for a meeting with CBI, creating an 
inventory of support to move the triangle and broader revitalization forward.  He also pointed to the importance 
of external entities to the process of redevelopment, underscoring the importance of organizations’ assets in the 
form of networks and connections. 
 
Larry Eiser commented that CBI will help all of our organizations by providing concrete recommendations that 
the organizations and businesses can take advantage of and act on.  John Lewandowski noted that the inventory 
of assets will help us all understand strengths, capabilities, and holes in our collective assets.  Fred Berger 
commented that the asset map will explain what each organization does.  He commented on the downtown and 
brewery district experience and noted that an inventory helps to make development happen.  Larry Eiser 
remarked that the Coalition needs to know where we have marketing and recruiting strengths, for example.  
John Lewandowski pointed to the consulting function that CBI will bring to this effort, to help Westwood line up 
the tasks and the support.   
 
Discussion turned to the role of WestCURC as the revitalization moves ahead.  John Lewandowski pointed to the 
administrative function that WestCURC can provide, with its staffing and focus on development while the 
Coalition offers an important integrating role with a cross-organizational place for deliberating, policy, and 
planning.  Becky Weber and Mary Kuhl commented on an earlier remark about WestCURC playing a lead role.  
Larry Eiser remarked on the earlier statement, referring to it as broad, but noting that each organization has 
strengths to bring to bear on the projects, like WestCURC with development expertise, Westwood Works with 
celebrations, and so on, and that those examples should not be understood as limiting. 
 
Mary Jenkins led a review of the asset map, noting the importance of identifying individual and organizational 
assets and how to fill in each part.  She asked that each business or organization complete the form not later 
than January 8, 2015. 
 
The group affirmed its next meetings as January 8 and January 29, 2015. 
 
There being no other business before the Coalition, the meeting was adjourned at 7:20 p.m. 
 
Minutes respectfully submitted, 

 
Mary Jenkins 


